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NEWSBREAKS
Your Product Features Resource Guide to Chempax and eChempax

eCHEMPAX: OPPORTUNITIES

Opportunity tracking is an essential part of the sales process and critical to the success of every business. eChempax
provides the tools to define the strategy, execute the tactics, and measure the results of potential business. eChempax
opportunities are used to capture details about sales leads, forecast expected revenue and profit, and identify bottlenecks
in the sales process. Whether you are self-sufficient or work as a team, eChempax offers a complete view of the sales
pipeline. Managing opportunities in eChempax is easy to do and guaranteed to help you close more business.

Opportunities Dashboard in eChempax Traveler
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ENTERING & UPDATING OPPORTUNITIES

Whether it’s an opportunity to sell to a new prospect or to an existing customer, they can all be managed with ease in
eChempax and eChempax Traveler.

OPPORTUNITY FORMS

Opportunity Form
in eChempax

Opportunity
Form in
eChempax
Traveler
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OPPORTUNITY FORM

The opportunity form has a variety of fields that are used to define the potential business such as:
• Name: A required field used to identify and describe the opportunity. For example, product, customer, prospect or a
combination of these. The opportunity name can be configured such that the value is entered manually, selected from a
list of previously used names, or set automatically according to the selected product.
• Stage: The stages define the sales process. The selected value represents the current point in that process. Each
stage has an associated probability and sequence number. The probability represents the likelihood of securing the
business and the sequence number determines the display order in the stage drop-down. When a stage is selected, its
corresponding default probability percent is displayed automatically. Although eChempax offers a set of default stages
and probabilities, these can be modified to reflect the way you sell your products and services.

• Quick Text: Create both system-wide and user-specific templates for the opportunity description. This standardizes
procedures by making sure key information is entered each time the user creates an opportunity.
• Campaign: Group opportunities and identify the source of the sale.
• Customer/Prospect: Associate a specific customer/prospect and contacts with an opportunity.
• Supplier: Associate and share information with a supplier.
• Products: Associate products with the opportunity.
• Free Fields: Free fields are used to capture data elements that may not otherwise be defined within standard
eChempax. They can be configured within eChempax Administration as drop downs, check boxes, dates, numeric,
memo, or text. Up to 20 free fields can be defined for opportunities.
• Attachments: Centralized location for documents related to opportunities (ex. contract or product specification).
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OPPORTUNITY NOTIFICATIONS

When an opportunity is updated, an email notification can be automatically sent to the opportunity owner and other
employee contacts established as an opportunity email recipient. This keeps everyone informed of any changes to an
opportunity. Additionally, eChempax can automatically send email notifications to opportunity owners as a close date
approaches, based on a defined number of lead days. This serves as a reminder to the owner to follow up and close the sale.

LINKING NOTES & OPPORTUNITIES

eChempax includes an option that allows a user to create an opportunity from a note. This can be useful in facilitating the
entry of a new business opportunity that results from an event that was recorded as a note. For example, a sample, e-mail, or
phone call. To create an opportunity from a note, open the note form, and then select the New Opportunity option below the
tabs at the top. eChempax will open a new opportunity, pre-filling all related fields with the information specified on the note.

In some cases, it may be useful to go in the other direction, creating a note from an opportunity. For example, if a business
opportunity already exists and a sample of your product is requested, it can be created and sent to customer service for
processing with just a few clicks of the mouse (or taps of the finger). To get started, open the opportunity and then select the
New Note option below the tabs at the top. eChempax will open a new note, pre-filling all related fields with the information
specified on the opportunity.

CREATING OPPORTUNITIES FROM A SAMPLE ORDER
eChempax includes an option to create opportunities
and sample notes from sample orders that were entered
in Chempax. If this feature is active, the eChempax order
detail page will prompt the user for the opportunity
Quantity, Value, and Profit for each item on the order. If
you do not want to be specific with these values, enter
zero for the Quantity for each product on the order that
should be included on the opportunity. Products with a
blank Quantity, Value, and Profit will be excluded from
the opportunity. The opportunity and sample notes are
created by pressing the Create Opportunity button at the
bottom of the order form.
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TRACKING OPPORTUNITIES & POST ANALYSIS

eChempax allows users to track their opportunities throughout the sales process and perform a variety of analyses.
These will help identify any bottlenecks within the current sales process, recognize those sales strategies that are and
are not working, and find future avenues for growth and potential revenue.

TRACKING OPPORTUNITIES

eChempax organizes opportunities based on associated information and ownership. Users can filter opportunities to target
particular areas of the sales process using the dropdown filters and customize option.

DROPDOWN FILTERS

eChempax offers 3 different dropdown filters to allow users the flexibility to fitler the list of opportunities displayed.
• Contains: Only shows opportunities that contain selected item (All, Supplier, Customer, Product, or Prospect).
• Status: Only shows opportunities for a particular status (All, Entered, Closed Won, Closed Lost, or Cancelled).
• View: Changes what data displays on the opportunities list. Thus, it should be selected based on the analysis being
performed. Any view with “& Text” will include a preview of the opportunity description.

CUSTOMIZE OPTION

The customize option allows users to further filter
opportunities to match a specific criteria (ex. only display
opportunities between a specific time frame).

OPPORTUNITY HISTORY

View the opportunity history to gain insight on how
opportunities are progressing.
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PIPELINE & POST SALES ANALYSIS

eChempax generates sales funnels that allow users to visualize their sales pipeline and identify possible bottlenecks. The
value funnels offer important insight to the potential revenue that one can expect to be collected based on the various stages
of the opportunity. The probability funnels identify expected revenue and the chance of the opportunity coming to fruition.
The further the opportunity moves through the pipeline, the more likely you will be collecting that revenue.

In addition, users can generate various standard and custom sales reports to further analyze their business and sales. The type
of analysis that can be done includes:
• Track success or failure of a campaign;
• Determine amount of effort put into a lost sale;
• Determine amount of sales that are coming from newly generated business for a sales agent.
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RECENT ENHANCEMENTS

Check out some of the recent enhancements to opportunities below:

eCHEMPAX
• Add Opportunity Products & Free Fields to the Super Search
• Add the Status to the Opportunity E-Mail
• Display Opportunity Name in Recent Opportunities Sections
• Hide Cancelled Campaigns on the Opportunity Form
• Add the Ability to Rename a Campaign
• Opportunity Excel Download
o Add Unit of Currency
o Add Updated User
o Add Stage Days
o Download All

eCHEMPAX TRAVELER
• User option to copy note text when creating an opportunity from a note.
• Option to create an opportunity for a single note product.
• Option to display all opportunities associated with a filtered list of campaigns.

UPCOMING INDUSTRY EVENTS

Meet a Datacor representative at an upcoming industry event.
• Sept. 6th - 8th Specialty & Agro Chemicals America Show
• Sept. 11th - 13th NACD Northeast Region Meeting
• Sept. 11th - 14th ISSA/INTERCLEAN 2017
• Sept. 13th - 16th AWT Annual Convention & Exposition
• Sept. 26th - 30th Supply Side West

ANY QUESTIONS?
If you have any questions, please e-mail
echempax-support@datacor.com or call
us at (973) 822-1551.

FOLLOW US:
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